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An interregional cooperation
project for water-linked
heritage valorization by developing
an ecosystemic approach

WaVe focuses on the improvement of regional and local policies to open up
their possibilities to support the development of integrated adaptive reuse of
water-linked cultural heritage sites in human settlements.
HIGHLIGHTS

Be inspired by the WaVE Festival
More than 50 participants including partners,
stakeholders and guests. 3 hours of case studies,
exchange of experiences and inspiration. This was
the WaVE Festival.

Watch the highlights

FROM THE LIBRARY

Read Partner’s Regional Status Quo
The Regional Status Quo (RSQ) analysis provides an
analysis of the current conditions of the selected sites,
their water linked heritage values, their policy context
and their existing strategies, in order to identify the
challenges and opportunities to improve policy through
regional learning.
Learn More

PROJECT MILESTONES

Good Practices Collection
Take a closer look at
WaVE’s Case Studies
that are inspiring partners in drafting Action Plans.

Get inspired

SITE VISIT VIDEOS

Visit the WaVE project sites
No need to take the plane. All you need is a screen.
Explore the site visit videos’ library created by the
partners. Enjoy discovering the places, the best
pratices and the interviews to stakeholders.
Visit the territories from your place!

What’s Next?
In spite of the restrictions and the impossibility of travelling, the WaVE Project has progressed thanks to a profitable
and constant collaboration between partners. During the coming months, partners will be deeply involved in the
second phase of developing their Action Plans, further processing the insights received during the peer review
meetings that were held at the end of 2020.
Over the coming months, LSG meetings will be organized in order to involve stakeholders to ensure the
interregional learning process.
Stay tuned and follow us on socials to discover the project proceedings!
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